E.V. Day

*Sex, Bugs, and Rock and Roll*

Requires: 2 single-sided sheets
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:

PAGE 1
1. Fold page lengthwise along dotted line.
2. Fold page widthwise along solid line.
3. Cut along solid lines.
4. After cutting is complete, open page - there should be two bugs attached by rear feet.
5. Fold along dotted lines.

7. Repeat folding pattern symmetrically on bugs.
8. Try posing antenna & legs in varying positions for hours of fun. For you + them...

PAGE 2 (ABOVE)
1. Cut out along perimeter of rectangles.
2. Fold on dotted lines.
3. Cut 4 vertical short white lines on each mat.
4. Fold and tape corners.
5. After assembled place 2 mats side by side.
6. Place bugs on top of each other on top of the mats.